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WORKSHOP: QUESTIONS TO THE PARTNERS 

 

1. What can I do to strengthen the InnMain network? 

DUDLEY COLLEGE 

1. Provide a greater range of exchange opportunities for staff and students from across the 

network 

2. Work strategically with the network to identify new business opportunities 

3. Introduce new members 

 

CURIO 

1. Introduce new members (schools and companies) 

2. Sharing of knowledge 

3. Participating at the International Technical Departments 

4. To promote the network in my own organisation and at national meetings 

 

LYCÉE NEWTON 

1. What about the name of InnMain ? Is It attractive , representative ? Significant ? We don’t 

care ? Maintenance is restrictive: Engineering  

2. New european partners, outside Europe partners (through KA107)  

 

SAVO 

1. Sharing of knowledge > We can organise a master class in construction metal work + CNC 

machining with our World Skills Experts 

2. Involvement of new departments (IT, media) 

 

TEC 

1.   TEC can offer teacher training for InnMain partners 

I. Drones (technology and flying) 

II. Industry 4.0 

III. Innovation in the classroom 

IV. Refrigeration – has to be finally approved with other department 

V. Technical Design 

VI. Etc. see catalogue 

We recommend all partners to apply for KA101, where course fee for 70 EUR per day 

beside the normal grant is given. 

2.     Provide knowledge about creating a knowledge center (Industry 4.0) 

3.     Provide knowledge about educational export in India / China 
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VALDORIO 

1. Introduce new members due the fact we participate in others important networks (FARI – 

Scuola Centrale Bologna – Italy) 

2. To involve good companies in trainship  

 for teachers: Cisco Academy 

 for students: Partners Companies (About 200) 

3. Sharing our cross knowledge in distinct areas (not only in industrial ones): Technologies of 

Informations, Comunications and Electronics Areas 

 

XABEC 

1. Collaborate with Organizational Secretariat 

2. Participate in European project proposals KA1 & KA2 

3. Search other possible partners, all over the world 

4. Partnerships for NON EU Partners (Japan, SouthAmerica, Taiwán, Vietnam) 

5. Master Centre in VET settled in Valencia (July), with teachers and students from the 

InnMain partners 

 

KONYA 

1. We can provide course specialists for new income area at mid-term break or summer 

holiday. They have different speciall areas such as telecommunication,cctv, satellite 

systems, digital electronic, power electronics, biomedical devices, embedded systems. We 

can do it for free, only cost of transportation and accommodations. Courses' income can 

use for partner who has an economical problem in InnMain Network. 

 

2. What are your expectations from the network? 

DUDLEY 

1. To share knowledge and good practice from across Europe, particularly through exchange 

visits; 

2. To develop a cross-Europe network that can provide training solutions to public and 

private sector organisations; 

3. To work collaboratively to strengthen the capacity of our organizations; 

 

MARKIEZAAT 

1. Sharing of knowledge by the technical departments  

2. Gain more knowledge of industry 4.0. 

3. Good internships places for our students 

4. Being part of international projects 

 

LYCÉE NEWTON 

1. To share practices , contents , ideas in our field of activities to improve our teaching ( 

teachers workshop , platform wiki, partnership projects  

2. To facilitate teachers and students mobilities  
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3. KA2 projects  

 

SAVO 

1. Sharing of knowledge in departments meeting. 

2. Robotics, Industry 4.0, 3D > E+ KA2 project? / teacher education together funded by E+ 

KA1 

 

TEC 

1. To gain more knowledge about working abroad 

2. Best practice about school management in Europe 

3. Continued student and staff exchange 

4. When present in other networks or seminars, bring back knowledge to InnMain 

5. To be inspired 

 

VALDORIO 

1. To have more structural engagement on Erasmus mobilities 

2. To have more engagement in long term internships 

3. Sharing the Knowledge in the department meetings 

4. Enhancing knowledge sharing in third countries 

5. Implementation of projects with InnMain partners in third countries 

 

XABEC 

1. Strengthen International Technical Departments: projects, visits, experiences, etc. 

2. Teachers making use of the wiki.  

3. Make the “Corporate Social Responsibility” document a reality 

 

KONYA 

1. We should act on social media (fb, insta, wp etc.) for more sharing knowledge between 

network members. Thus, we can provide a faster and more effective communication of 

information flow.  

2. We should share knowledge and  experiences about new Technologies such as Internet of 

things(IoT), Industry 4.0, Artifical Intelligence(AI), etc. We, so society members need to 

focus on building ERASMUS + projects on new technologies. It is a great source of income 

for public schools that cannot have regular income like ours. 

 

3. What are your expectations from the other partners? 

DUDLEY 

1. To have open and regular dialogue about any opportunities that arise; 

2. To share knowledge and good practice, particularly through staff and student exchange 

visits; 

3. To share new ideas, particularly around areas of technical and pedagogical expertise – 

perhaps through webinars? 
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MARKIEZAAT 

1. Being present at the annual meeting 

2. Participating in at least 1 International Technical Department 

3. Sharing of new ideas 

 

LYCÉE NEWTON 

1. To provide the kind of ERAMUS charter they have ( VET , ECHE )  

2. To provide the field they propose for studies  

3. To provide their possibilities in term of mobilities (numbers, period, companies.. )  

4. To be involved in a common project ( I. W. S. )  

 

SAVO 

1. To start a regular student exchange with a partner / some partners (production 

technology) 

 

TEC 

1. Be active in the network – be present 

2. Exchange of information, inspiration and cases that can help TEC developing our activities 

and student/staff environment 

3. Management information. Info about solutions to the challenges in the  vocational 

education in school and industry 

 

VALDORIO 

1. Sharing of new ideas 

2. How do partners relate to companies in terms of internships or other collaborations 

3. How to organize the partners data (those who want be part of), enhancing Pojects abroad. 

 

XABEC 

1. To share good practices in School Management 

2. To be active in some ways 

3. Commitment in the agreements adopted between partners 

 

KONYA 

1. Network partners, should have more act on social media accounts. Between members, 

there is no communication except e-mail.  

2. Partners should build more EU projects. When building new projects,  we should inform 

each other about the cooperation of projects. İf we start working for new project on the 

september that we can organise more comfortable  during preparing projects. 
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4. What other activities should InnMain be involved in? 

DUDLEY 

1. International projects 

2. Knowledge sharing, particularly technical expertise – webinars? 

3. Make links with non-European partners/networks (InnMain associate network?) 

 

MARKIEZAAT 

1. International projects 

2. Being part of other international networks 

 

LYCÉE NEWTON 

1. KA2 Projects  

2. Foreign employees or students training / Courses abroad , outside our network ( Sanjeev 

and Christian )  

 

SAVO 

Student mobility 

• International modules (calendar) 

• A small project comprising virtual learning (to enhance internationalisation at home 

institution) 

TEC 

No answers 

VALDORIO 

1. To make the InnMain network known to international organizations: CEDEFOP, OIT/ILO.. 

 

XABEC 

1. Projects and activities to improve soft, social and human skills 

2. Education in Communication  

3. Activities in order to make more attractive the Vocational Training studies 

 

KONYA 

1. We should  build social responsibility projects with other networks.  It can be more 

efficient for the quality and reliability of new cooperations with other social networks. 

2. We can prepare  knowledge or different  competition  between Innmain partners’ 

students. (Give lesson in a education time on the internet and  end of the course we can 

apply practical competition  somewhere. ( for example we can do it digital electronic 

lesson and finally make a dijital electronic circuit competition here for Innmain  students.)   
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5. Who else can be involved in the InnMain network that can 

add some value? 

DUDLEY 

1. Associate members from other countries; 

2. Employers/trade organisations; 

3. Local authorities 

 

KONYA 

1. We need to find flashy social projects than  catch other  instutions or people attention. 

2. It can be more effective  to find  financial and moral sponsors or partners. 

 

MARKIEZAAT 

1. New temporary members from Europe or outside Europe 

2. Companies 

3. Highschools 

 

LYCÉE NEWTON 

1. Companies especially for apprentices mobility , dual system.  

 

SAVO 

1. Education sales perspective?  

2. Company representatives attending meetings? Sharing good practises with public sector 

employees (social and health care) has been a success 

 

TEC 

1. We could hire specialists - and share the cost 

2. More universities or higher VET ? 

3. Employers ? 

 

VALDORIO 

1. New members from other countries outside of europe 

2. Employers/Companies 

3. Universities 

 

XABEC 

1. Local, Regional, National and International Companies 

2. Educational institutions from other counties outside Europe 

 


